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The Sushi Oke
"Japanese Food Around the Corner"
Taste some of the best delicacies of Japan by visiting The Sushi Oke in
Kolkata. Some of the items from its menu include Yakitori, Tempura, Sushi
and Grilled Tofu Roll that are sure to bring Japanese taste alive. This
restaurant has been judged the best Japanese restaurant by Times of
India. The interiors are also inspired by the art and culture of Japan. The
menu and the style of dining is different than the usual ones. You can get
ready to learn to use the chopsticks instead of the knife and fork.So while
you dine here, you are sure to find something new and interesting.

by stu_spivack

+91 9674826031

thesushioke@gmail.com

3 Short Street, Kankaria Estates, Park
Street area, Kolkata

Fuji
"Japanese Cuisines at your Town"

by Gunawan Kartapranata

Fiji is a Japanese restaurant that features some of the exquisite Japanese
preparations The place is brightly decorated with beautiful furniture and
cutlery. Some of the items on the menu are Chicken Gyoza, Hakka Chow
Noodles and Tori Teriyaki. One you enter this outlet, you will be greeted
by staff that is dressed in typical Japanese clothes. The basic idea is to
make the customers feel as if they have entered the town of Japan. All
said and done the menu is expensive so definitely not an eatery where
you can go on a regular basis.

+91 9766422035

209A Sarat Bose Road, 3rd Floor, Ballygunge, Kolkata

The Wall
"Authentic Pan-Asian"
If you wish for a change from the usual Indian-style Chinese which is
found at most restaurants, come to The Wall and marvel in the
authenticity of their delightful Pan Asian cuisine. The menu features the
exotic Sushi and Dim Sum, as well as the authentic Tempura Platter, Miso
soup and Barbecued Pork Chops. Sharing portions of Japanese hot pots
are also served and heated right at the table while you eat. The gold
accents in the decor add to the oriental appeal, making this place a
refreshing addition to Kolkata's culinary scene.

by [puamelia]

+91 33 2464 9041

31 Dr. Sarat Banerjee Road, Kolkata
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